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The fluid behaviour in a journal bearing where cavitation takes place is studied. 
This leads to solving a nonlinear variational inequality with normal discontinuity of 
derivative on a part of the free boundary. Under some hypotheses, using 
penalization, the proof of the existence of a solution is given which is compared 
with one of a simpler model governed by a classical variational inequality. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall study a particular form of creeping flow between two cylinders 
S1, S, in relative motion, of equal length, with parallel axes, and open at 
both ends, in the classical hypothesis of thin films. 
The unknown function is the pressure p of a viscous fluid contained in a 
journal bearing. The experiment shows that when p is positive (atmospheric 
pressure is taken as zero), the fluid is homogeneous and the usual Reynolds 
elliptic equation applies [5]. But there exists a cavitated set J2, where 
pressure vanishes and the film gap is then occupied by a fluid-air blend. 
The unknown boundary Z between these two zones is a free boundary of 
fundamental importance for the computation of the characteristics of the 
mechanisms. 
2. MODELLING OF THE CAVITATION PHENOMENON [2, 8, 91 
Define: 
(i) R = IO, 2n[x] 0, b[ with boundary 30 (b > 0 is given), 
(ii) I-,, = (0) x IO, b[, 
(iii) h, the thickness of the bearing, is supposed to be a function of x 
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only, positive, decreasing on [0, rr], increasing on [rr, 2x]. We shall take for 
instance: 
h(x) = 1 + cf cos x, (2.1) 
where CL is a geometrical datum, 0 < a < 1, 
(iv) hmin = min(h(x), x E [0,27c]} = 1 - cf > 0, 
(v) U, constant speed of S,, parallel to x, 
(vi) ,u, viscosity of the fluid. 
To simplify the Reynolds equation, we normalize by taking ~U,U = 1. 
The problem is to find (p, 19, X), where p and 0 are defined on R, Z c LI is 
a free boundary, 0 is the oil proportion, such that: 
g (h”(-v)fJ)+~$ (h’(X)%)=%, p>O, O= 1 on R+ 
g (Q-5 4’) h(x)) = 0, p=O, o<e< 1 on no. 
c=c+uz-, 
r 
p+o, on C+, 
P = 0, h3(~)~=(l-e)h(x)cos(n,~) on C-, 
with boundary conditions p = 0 on XI, 
e=e,(y) < I given on f,. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
(2.5) 
The term n is the normal derivative on C, exterior to I2 ‘, 8, is a physical 
variable governing the input mass flow on a generatrix of cylinder S, . 
We suppose B. continuous on IO, b[. With choice (2.1) of function h, sets 
QR+ and R” are distributed as in Fig. 1. Setting g(x, 4’) = h(x) - e,(y) h(O). 
we introduce the following notations: 
A={(x,4’)ER,O<x<n,g(x,~)>0}, 
n,=((X,4’)Ea,o<x<7C,g(X,4’)<0}, 
B,=((x,y)ER,n<x<2~}, 
B=B,Uf2,, 
l- = aL?\r, . 
409/90/2-2 
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FIG. I. Shape of the cavitated area R” = 0: U l2: (general case). 
We suppose 8,(h) > h,idh(O), so R, # 0. More precisely, assumptions on 
Z are: 
C, is defined by x =x’(v), Vy E I+ c IO, b[, 
(I, may be empty) and X+ c B. 
,?Y’_cAisdetinedbyx=x-(~),VJJE]O,~[ 
and cos(n, x) < 0 on JY-. 
(2.6a) 
(2.6b) 
3. THE WEAK FORMULATION 
Due to the jump of the normal derivative of p through part (L-) of the 
free boundary, this problem seems to be very close to the one in Stefan [7] 
and to that of fluid flow through porous media [ 31. But there exists at the 
same time another part z+ of the free boundary with regular conditions. 
This prevents us from using similar technics. Use of Heaviside function 
seems to be specially adapted to this kind of difficulty [4]. 
h3(x) 2 = g cos(n, x). 
L- 
(3.1) 
Here, H’ is the Sobolev space of square-summable functions with square- 
summable derivatives. 
V= {d E H’(Q), dir = O} subspace of H’(B), 
K = (4 E V, $ > 0 a.e. B} is a convex, closed and nonempty cone 
of v. 
H(p) is the Heaviside function (=l, if p > 0, 0 otherwise). 
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Consider the nonlinear variational inequality: 
PROBLEM P. Find p E K: 
1. h3(x)Vp.~((-p)dxdy-j~H(p)g ax 
wJ -p) dx d) 
-0 
‘44 E K (3.2) 
(V is the gradient vector). 
Let f2+=((x,y)Efi,p(x,y)>O} and Z=X?+nQ. Putting 
R = R ’ u R” u Z, we shall denote in the following hypothesis 
by: (3.3) 
(H 1) B ‘and Go are open sets with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary. 
(H2) LetZ+=EnB,. IfC+#O,itisdefinedby$C(y),VyE~+c 
IO, bl. 
LEMMA 3.1. Under hypothesis (Hl), solution p of (3.2), if it exists, is 
strictly positive on SI, and nonnegative on the whole f2. 
Proof: Let G(Q) be the set of functions defined and indefinitely derivable 
on Q, with compact support in a. Suppose p = 0 on an open set 6 c R, . 
Choose d E a(8) positive in sup(#). 
from (3.2) 
which is impossible. 
Choose#=p+EKwithp=p’-p-,p+>O,p-20 
* I 
h3(Vp-)* dx dy < 0, 
0 
thenp- =O. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Under hypothesis (Hl) and (H2) if there exists a 
regular solution p of (3.2) with a C- free boundary in A, then p is the 
solution of (2.2)-(2.6), associated with correct 0 and C. 
Remark. Conditions on 8, which imply Z- c A will be given in 
Theorem 5.2. 
Proof: Let p be a regular solution of (3.2) and fi + on C be defined by 
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(3.3). If we choose 4 in c?Z(,Q’), interpreting (3.2), we classically have (2.2) 
in @‘(a’); by Green’s formula, we formally show (2.5) and (2.4b) (Z- has 
been supposed to exist in A). Equation (2.4a) is a classical result for the free 
boundary conditions in usual linear variational inequalities, as soon as we 
note that the nonlinearity due to H(p) is only valid on A and that C, is 
included in B. 
From Lemma 3.1, we have g > 0 on C-, i.e., cos(n, x) < 0. If a part u of 
C- is parallel to the x axis, we must have 
and Eq. (2.2) implies 
and p cannot be positive on R +. So (2.6b) is prooved. (2.6a) holds because 
of hypothesis (H2). We define then 
@(xv Y) = 8,(y) WYW)~ in ROnA, 
= W +(y))/W)~ in Q’nB,, 
which is not greater than 1 because ah/ax ( 0 in A and ah/ax > 0 in B,. i 
4. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM 
We introduce approximated problem P,, where E > 0 is fixed, so, 
H,(p)=1 ifp>s,p/eifO<p<s,Oifp<O. 
PROBLEM P,. Find pe E K, Vq5 E K: 
i 
R h3(x)V~,.V(d-~W~d~ -1 HdpJg 
w - Pe) du dy 
A 
ax 
_ 
i 
g W-P,) 
3X 
dx dy > 0. (4.1) 
B 
PROPOSITION 4.1. There exists, always, one solution of problem P,. 
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Proof. Given a function q in K, let T be defined so T: q E K +pE E K 
solution of 
[ h3Vp,W-~)dxdy- !’ H,(q)g 
a(# -PJ dx dy 
-cl A ax 
Then pE = T(q) is solution of a linear variational inequality 
j h3Vp,V(# -p,) du dy > CL,, Q -PA v$ E K 
-a 
where L, is a continuous functional in H’(Q). So T is well defined on K. 
r r 
lfl h3(Vp,)’ dX dy = j Hdq) g g dx dy + [ g ?$ dx dy 
A -8 
-(h,i,)3joVp~dXdy< 
Poincare inequality gives )IP~~I~,(~) < /I gljL2u,). So T is a continuous and 
compact mapping; by the Schauder fixed-point theorem, we prove the 
existence of the pe (Eq. (4.1)). m 
Let R, = ((x, y) E O/p,(x, y) < E} c f2, where pE is a solution of 
(4.1). (4.2) 
LEMMA 4.2. If Q, is an open set with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary, 
I h3(x)(Vp,)’ dx dy < kc, QE 
where k is a positive constant which depends only on g and R. 
Proof. Choose 0 = (p, - E) + E K. Equation (4.1) implies, 
1 h3(W’p,)2 dx dv 
. a, 
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We use Green’s formula and all area integral terms are less than k, E. Only 
boundary integral terms are to be studied. 
z= I Lpi cos(n, x) do + j atAmId 2E 
gp, cos(n, x) da. 
a(Bmd 
where n is the normal derivative, exterior to 0,. 
z= - 
J 
c( g/2) co& x) do + 
I 
eg cos(n, x) do 
tan,,nA (aRE)nB 
- 
I 
r 
0 
na(AnaE) P:gm) dye 
Using Green’s formula and considering that ag/ax is bounded on ~2, we 
obtain Z < K, E. 
Let E tend to zero. Solution pE is bounded in H’(0), so there exists a 
subsequence which weakly converges in H’(0) and strongly converges in 
L*(sZ). Let fi be the limit. Quantity H,(p,) is still bounded in L*@), so there 
exists a sub-subsequence such that H,(p,) weakly converges to R. We note 
that fi= 1 on (p’>O). i 
THEOREM 4.1. Under hypothesis (HI) for 3, if we suppose besides that 
0, is an open set with a Lipschitz-continuous boundaqv, then p’= limp, is 
solution of Problem P (Eq. (3.2)). 
Proof: We first prove that one may have E tending to zero in (4.1), only 
both first terms have a nontrivial limit; h being positively below bounded: 
b: inf [ h3(x)(Vp,)’ dx dy > j h3(x)(rp)’ dx dy. 
-a R 
For the second term, we use Lemma 4.1: 
i A 
HAP,) g ?$ k dy 
The modulus of the first integral is less thant k’ fi and the limit is obvious 
in the second integral. Hence, 
1 HAP&~ ax w - PS) dx dy A 
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approaches 
I A (R- I)ggdxdy=o. 
So for all qb E K, we have, 
J h”V$ . V(# -$‘) dx dy R 
> 
/  
I  
fig awl 
au dxdy+(g ax 
.  e-l9 dxdy 
.  (4.3) 
A -L3 
If Ri = R” n A = 0, the proof is ended. Otherwise we have, 
in k2’@!), (4.4) 
h’$=(l -8)gcos(n,x)<O, on C-CA. (4.5) 
The same arguments as in Proposition 3.1 are used to show that C_ 
cannot have a part u parallel to the x axis. Then we define for each point 
Wx,,y,) of c- 1 
Formally (4.4) and (4.5) imply that fig is a distribution constant on I,%, 
and that fi(0, y) g(0, y) = 0; due to the choice of V-space. Then R(x, ~7) = 0 
on Q”, i.e., R = H(p7). I 
5. COMPARISON WITH THE CLASSICAL REYNOLDS VARIATIONAL SOLUTION 
The Reynolds variational solution was the first attempt to give a 
mathematical approach for the cavitation phenomenon in lubrication. It is 
formulated as follows: 
PROBLEM P,. Let HA(Q) be the Sobolev space of functions of H’(Q). 
null on fX2. 
K, = {# E H#i?); 4 > 0 a.e. on Q). 
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Find p, E K,: 
J o~3W’O’(~-p,)~d Y j, -~Wp,)~& > . V$EK,. (5.1) 
It is well known [ 1, 6, lo] that there exists unique p, E K,, solution of 
(5.1). Setting J?,?=((x,y)ELl,p,(x,~~)>O), then f2=O:U@‘UL,, 
where 0: is the cavitation zone and C, the free boundary with regular 
conditions p, = ap,,/an = 0, C, contained in B, . 
With (2.1) choice of h, solution pr of (5.1) has associated sets f2: and a,?, 
disposed as in Fig. 2. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Solution p, is a solution of (3.2) for g(x, y) = g,(x, y) 
defined by (5.2). 
Proof Let 0, be defined by, 
h’(O)$O,y)=(l-B,(y))h(O)>O. 
Obviously, e,(y) < 1. Let 
g,(x, y> = h(x) - e,(y) h(O). (5.2) 
Setting P(x, y) =p,(x, y) - Ii dr/h’(r), we have, div(h3(x) VP) = 0, with 
Plr,=O and P],. < 0. 
By maximum principle, we know that c~P/cYx]~~ is strictly negative; i.e., 
h’(O)(ap,/ax) is less than h(O), so S,(y) > 0 represents a mass flow. We have 
div(h’(x) VP,) = ah/ax on 0:. Multiplying by d -p,, ( E K,, 
I h’(xPp, - V(4 -p,)~dy 0 
= 1 n: - 2 (# -P,) dx dy + I,,+ h3(x) g (# -p,) da. r 
c 
0 n 2ll x 
FIG. 2. Shape cavitated area for the Reynolds variational solution. 
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H(p,)= 1 on A. So, 
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Now g,(O, y) = h(O)(l - 0,(v)) and cos(n, x) = - 1 on r,. Only the first 
integral stays which is nonnegative. fl 
We remark that Reynolds solution is the limiting case for problem P, 
when C_ becomes r,. More precisely: 
THEOREM 5.1. For all B,(y) with h,,Jh(O) < 0,(y) < B,(y) a.e. in I-,,, 
then p < p, for each solution of (3.2) with g(x, y) = h(x) - 8,(y) h(0). 
Proof. We use a method introduced in [ 111. As shown in a previous 
proof: 
j. h3(x) VP,. W -P,) dx dv 2 jQ g, a(Pa;pr) dx dy, V$ E K. (5.3) 
Setting w, = sup(p,p,) and w2 = inf(p,p,), we have w, + w2 =p +pr. 
Taking $ = w, in (5.3) and 0 = w2 in (3.2), we find: 
- [ h3(x)[V(w,-p,)]*dxdy>M 
‘R 
=J gr 8w, -PA dxdy+ I, Wp)g 
acw* -PA 
ax dx dy 
0 i?X 
. 
+!*g ax 
a(w2 -ph dx dy 
. 
’ M= 1 “(w;; ‘) (gH( p) - g,) dx dy + jB a(w &- “) (g, -g) dx 41. 
.A 
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We have: 
= I (WI - PJ~dY) - ~,(Y))@(0) wn, 9 x> do (aB)nR 
xT 
aw, -P> 
-A 
ax (gWp)-g,)~dy 
8th -PI 
= 
ax (L? - &I dx dY. (5.4) 
If we may use Green’s formula in this integral, then 
= J cw2 -p)(er(y) - eo(y)) h(o) cos(nA 9 x) du (5.5) au no +) 
on r, w2 =p = 0, on r,, w2 = inf(p, 0) = 0, on C- , w2 = inf(O,p,) = 0. 
Keep only in (5.4) a term which vanishes with integral (5.4) on (~?B)nfi, 
and 
I (+P)(uy) - B,(y)) h(0) do r. 
which is nonnegative. So M is nonnegative, and w, =pr on R. 1 
THEOREM 5.2. For all 19,,(y) with h&h(O) < B,(y) ( 0,(y) a.e. in I-,, 
p’= lim,l,,ps, wherep, is solution of (4.1) is such thatp’<p,. 
Proof. It is identical to the previous proof if we remark that a = 1 in 
(p’ > 0) and fi ,< 1 in {p’= O}. So it differs only on (5’ O}, where integral 
terms vanish because ~7~ =p = 0. m 
COROLLARY 5.1. For all 0,(y) with h,iJh(O) < B,,(y) < e,(y) a.e. in T,, 
p’ and p have a free boundary in A. 
Proof. If p, is greater than p” and p, 8,p, is null on r,, , then p and p’ also. 
Suppose there exists a set 0 (with LM n r, # o), where p is strictly positive. 
Formal interpretation of (3.2) gives, 
h’$(O,y)= (1 -B,(y))h(O)>h’$(O,y). 
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This is impossible because of Theorem 5.1. Hence p cannot be strictly 
positive along r, and there exists a free boundary C.. in A which does not 
intersect TO. 
For p’, if it is positive, R = 1 and h3(LJp/&)lr, = g, so the result is still 
valid. 1 
COROLLARY 5.2. For all 19,(y) wirh h,Jh(O) < 0,(y) < 8,(y) a.e. in T,,, 
under hJ,pothesis (Hl) (H2), there exists almost one solution of (3.2). which 
is also solution of (2.2)-(2.6). 
Proof. The quantity p’ always exists and due to Corollary 5.1, it has a 
whole free boundary in A ; so Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 3.1. complete the 
proof. I 
Remark. We know nothing about the uniqueness of p or @. This is a 
general position when one introduces a Heaviside function in weak for- 
mulation. 
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Numerical experiences have been conducted using P, triangular finite 
elements. Each elementary problem (see Eq. (4.1)) is solved with an over- 
relaxation iterative procedure and a local projection on the convex K. 
Convergence is found to be largely independent from E and the initial value 
of p. 
P(X,Y) 
15 
IO 
5 
FIG. 3. Pressure repartition p(x, y ). 
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FIG. 4. Pressure repartion along y  = 0.5 axis for (1) 0,,(v) = S,(v), (2) I!?,( JJ) = 0.64, and 
(3) e,(y) = 0.27. (b = 1; a = 0.6.) 
A typical result is given in Fig. 3 corresponding to: 
a = 0.6, 8,(y) = 0.31, 20 x 60 elements, b= 1. 
Fig. 4 shows the influence of B,(y) parameter on the cavitation area and the 
pressure when 8,(y) decreases from the 0,(y) to h,,,//z(O). Function 
p(x, b/2) is pictured corresponding to a = 0.6 and b = 1. 
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